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Project Overview 

The City of Calgary is undertaking a Master Plan for Stephen Avenue, with the intent of enhancing our city’s most 

iconic and memorable street. The Stephen Avenue Streetscape Master Plan will focus on 8 Avenue S. in the 

downtown core – from Olympic Plaza (Macleod Trail S.E.) to Mewata Armoury (11 Street S.W.). 

As one of Calgary’s premiere landmarks and destinations, a Master Plan is needed to: 

 Extend the energy and liveliness of the pedestrian mall westward along 8 Avenue S.W.; 

 Establish a new vision for Stephen Avenue that creates opportunities for private investment and 

redevelopment; and 

 Create short and long-term strategies that can be implemented over time to make Stephen Avenue better for 

Calgarians and visitors. 

The Study Area 

Character Area 1: Olympic Plaza to 4 Street S.W. 

 The pedestrian mall from Olympic Plaza to 4 Street S.W. 

 Regularly programmed for events and activities 

 Primarily hospitality, entertainment and retail providers 

 Historic sandstone buildings and character recognized on registry of National Historic Sites 
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Character Area 2: 4 Street S.W. to 8 Street S.W 

 2-way roadway, cycling facility, and sidewalks from 4 Street S.W. to 8 Street S.W. 

 Includes commercial and office space as well as hospitality and retail providers 

Character Area 3: 8 Street S.W. to Mewata Armoury 

 2-way roadway, no cycling infrastructure, deteriorating sidewalks from 8 Street SW to Mewata Armory 

 Major redevelopment potential 

 Gateway to Shaw Millennium Park 

Engagement Overview 

As a first step in the planning process, The City reached out to citizens, stakeholders and visitors to better 

understand the public life and public space of Stephen Avenue. The input from this phase will be used to inform 

the development of preliminary concepts in the next phase. 

What We Asked 

Through sounding boards, pop-up engagements and an 

interactive online mapping tool, we asked what people enjoy or 

like about the Avenue, what they don’t like and what could be 

improved. This report encompasses the insight gained through 

these opportunities and includes opinions and perspectives on 

the area’s activities and events, public safety, social issues, 

aesthetics and design, mobility and functionality, retail and 

services, as well as history and placemaking.  

Throughout September and early October 2018, 501 comments were received through a series of engagement 

opportunities. Specifically, these included sounding boards installed in three locations (one in each character area 

of the study), three pop-up engagements held to coincide with existing events along the Avenue, and an 

interactive online mapping tool where visitors were asked to ‘add a marker’ on a map of the study area and 

elaborate on what they liked about the location, didn’t like or what could be improved.  
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What We Heard 

Most of the ideas and comments gathered fell within the following themes: 
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The summary below provides a snapshot of the general sentiments shared within each of the themes. 

 

 

Key Findings per Character Area 

Through the public engagement process, City planners and staff have come to understand what citizens, 

stakeholders and visitors like about Stephen Avenue, what they don’t like and what improvements they would like 

to see. 

Character Area 1: Olympic Plaza to 4 Street S.W. 

Aesthetics & Design – 47 comments 

Many respondents commented they like 

and/or would like to see more trees, 

greenspace and greenery in this area, as 

well as more art and lighting. A few 

commented the area can feel cold and 

uninviting, and that efforts to make it feel 

warmer and friendlier would be 

appreciated. There were multiple comments 
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about the need to redevelop or upgrade Olympic Plaza and how the design of the Glenbow 

Museum building negatively impacts the pedestrian experience. There were many positive 

comments about the rainbow crosswalk, with some suggesting The City include art at other 

crosswalks as well. Other specific suggestions for Area 1 included raising the flower planters, 

removing the white tree sculptures and opening the patios up to the sidewalks. 

Movement & Functionality – 47 comments 

There were many comments made around how the existing design and infrastructure impacts the 

experience of moving through the Avenue, as well as who should and who should not have access 

to travel along it. Multiple respondents called for a ban on cars (sometimes including taxis in that 

sentiment), while others would like a ban on cyclists. There was support for cycling however, by 

others who like bike lanes and the interaction of modes and would like to see bike parking and 

better cycle track connections. Several comments reported unsafe interactions between 

pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles, and the need for a better-defined cycle track. There was mention 

of the sidewalk areas being tight, the need for an improved street surface, and the desire for 

improved connectivity (including better access to the new library). Other specific suggestions for 

Area 1 included installing European-style bollards, extending the pedestrian hours (when vehicles 

are not allowed) and improving street crossings and swing gates. 

Crime & Safety – 20 comments 

Nearly all the respondents who addressed crime and safety report not feeling comfortable or safe 

in Area 1, especially at night. Social factors such as the homeless population, incidents of violence, 

panhandling, and drinking and drug use, were all reported as factors in this. Vehicles and parked 

cars were mentioned as a safety issue in that they create unsafe conditions for people crossing the 

street. McDonalds and the C-Train were identified as specific problem areas, with multiple 

respondents calling for increased police or security presence. 

Social – 20 comments 

Respondents feel there is lots of room for improvement in the social experience of this character 

area. It was repeatedly referenced as a dead zone, and further described as ‘not lively’, ‘creates a 

break’, ‘breaks the flow and energy’, ‘dead and creepy’. There is a general desire for more 

activation and better continuity with the rest of the Avenue, including more activity, retail, art and 

an improved interface between the street and surrounding buildings. A few respondents 

mentioned liking the patios and the sunshine, but the presence of the homeless in the area is a 

concern for many, as is panhandling, loitering and cigarette smoke. 
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Retail & Services – 13 comments 

Nearly half of the comments received about the retail and service offerings of Area 1 were 

respondents sharing their appreciation for what currently exists, including liking the local 

businesses, the Glenbow Museum and the library bookshelf. A few potential improvements were 

suggested including encouraging higher quality retailers and vendors and improving or updating 

the Glenbow Museum. Other specific suggestions included the initiation of a Bike Share program 

and the installation of “engagement-friendly” public art. 

 

Character Area 2: 4 Street S.W. to 8 Street S.W. 

Movement & Functionality –  

29 comments 

Nearly half the comments related to Area 2 

focused on the interplay of movement and 

functionality along the Avenue. Many 

respondents would support extending the 

pedestrian mall, especially if it improved 

connectivity with the rest of downtown and 

involved improving the street level 

experience. There were concerns however, 

that development could impact drop-offs, pick-ups, parking and access to retailers and services. 

Many of the comments focused on cycle track infrastructure, including the need for improved 

facilities, better definition of the cycle track, improved connectivity to the larger cycle track network 

and improved integration of the cycle track into the Avenue. There were multiple mentions of 

unsafe intersections and problems related to signal timing, resulting in unsafe interactions between 

cyclists, pedestrians and vehicles. Specific suggestions for Area 2 included banning cars and/or 

parking, improving the street surface, straightening the alignment of the cycle track, and 

encouraging cyclists to slow down. 

Retail & Services – 11 comments 

Comments were generally positive about the retail and service offerings within Area 2. Multiple 

respondents commented on how they like the CORE, with others sharing their appreciation for the 

Globe Theatre, the fitness facilities and the other shopping centres. Specific suggestions include 

improving the street frontage of the businesses, restoring the theatre, improving/adding 
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connections to the Plus 15 network, opening patios to the sidewalks and adding more retail, 

restaurants and activities. 

Aesthetics & Design – 8 comments 

From the comments received, Area 2 is thought by some to be cold and uninviting, as well as 

somewhat discontinuous with the rest of the Avenue. Respondents feel that it would benefit from 

some upkeep and enhancement, with specific suggestions including adding art and lighting (such 

as gas lamps), planting more trees and greenery, widening the sidewalks and improve the 

buildings’ facades. 

Social – 8 comments 

The social elements reported on in Area 1 carry over into Area 2. Respondents commented on the 

homeless population, issues with drinking and drug use, and McDonalds and C-Train being 

problem areas. One respondent reported enjoying the pedestrian experience, the sunshine and 

the patios, while others felt this area is an uninviting ‘dead zone’ that would benefit from more 

activation and an increased police presence. Specific suggestions for Area 2 included improving 

the continuity with the rest of the Avenue, and adding more art, storefronts and other amenities. 

Crime & Safety – 3 comments 

The crime and safety themes mentioned in Area 1 are mirrored here. Respondents don’t feel 

comfortable or safe on the Avenue, there are issues with loitering and drug use, and McDonalds 

was identified as a problem area. Specific suggestions include increasing the police presence in the 

area and possibly gating the park at night. 
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Character Area 3: 8 Street S.W. to Mewata Armoury 

Movement & Functionality –  

20 comments 

Not many comments were received that 

reference Area 3 specifically, but of those 

that were, movement along the Avenue 

was by far the most common theme. Within 

this theme, nearly half of the comments 

called for improved cycle facilities, including 

better definition of the cycle track and 

improving connectivity to the larger cycle 

track network. Several respondents do not 

support an extension or major upgrade to 

the Avenue, citing access, parking and congestion as reasons against upgrades. Specific 

suggestions for Area 3 include expanding or improving the sidewalks, installing a continual open 

space parkway all along the Avenue and banning street level parking to improve the pedestrian 

experience. 

Aesthetics & Design – 6 comments 

Respondents suggested revitalizing the space with lighting and art – with one respondent 

proposing a music/light show similar to Freemont Street in Las Vegas. There are comments 

suggesting improved continuity with the rest of the Avenue, disallowing or removing ground level 

parking lots, and increasing mixed-use development to improve the street level experience. 

Crime & Safety – 6 comments 

The few comments received around crime & safety in Area 3 highlight issues with the homeless 

population, drinking and drug use, and concerns about the area being a hub for crime. Specific 

suggestions included increasing the presence of police and security and adding additional 

lighting.  

Social – 5 comments 

Respondents who addressed the social aspect of the area identified the C-Train as a problem area 

and also called for an increase in police and security. Some commented on the unmet potential of 

the area and how it would benefit greatly from some activation and transformational 

development. 
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Retail & Services – 2 comments 

There is a concern that extending the Avenue could interfere with available parking, and there 

were suggestions that the area needs more retail, restaurants and services. 

 

General Comments (no Character Area identified) 

Movement & Functionality –  

61 comments 

Making Stephen Avenue pedestrian-friendly 

was the most commonly heard comment 

when it came to the Avenue as a whole. 

Many respondents shared how they enjoy 

the existing walkability, and nearly a quarter 

of the comments received about movement 

and functionality called for a ban on cars. 

Other pedestrian-related comments 

focused on banning cyclists from the pedestrian mall and removing bike lanes, increasing the 

pedestrian-only hours, and improving the sidewalks. Those respondents who commented on 

cycling-related matters would like to see improved cycling facilities, better definition and/or 

separation of the cycle track and improved integration of the cycle track with the rest of the street. 

Access, drop-off, pick up and parking were identified by some as an issue, as was the need for an 

improved street surface. Better supporting the needs of diverse visitors was mentioned in terms of 

adding benches and seating (especially for seniors), washrooms and more shelter.  

Social – 46 comments 

Many respondents reported enjoying the social aspects of the Avenue and appreciated the overall 

‘vibe’ of the space, the people watching opportunities, the absence of cars and the pedestrian 

experience. Many comments were made about the negative impact of smoking and cigarette 

smoke, as well as issues with the homeless population and with alcohol and drug use in the area. 

There is a desire for increased activation – especially at night and on the weekends – and 

improved efforts related to cleanliness and the provision of basic necessities (toilets, water, shelter). 

Some respondents would like to allow public drinking and to have patio season extended with the 

installation of warm-air heaters.  
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Aesthetics & Design – 41 comments 

Respondents appreciated many things about the aesthetics and design of the Avenue, with the 

beauty of the area, the flowers and greenery, and the architecture and cobblestones topping the 

list. There is desire for even more trees, greenery and flowers, as well as more art and enhanced 

lighting. Comments about appreciating the cleanliness of the area were received, with others 

reported a need for more clean-up and maintenance including the suggestion of providing 

ashtrays. Many respondents enjoy the patios, and some would like to see patio season extended 

with lights and heaters. There is a desire for the area to be revitalized and enriched, with one 

respondent suggesting the East Village model be used as a guide.  

Retail & Services – 29 comments 

Again, the comments on the retail and service offering of the Avenue were primarily positive, with 

respondents identifying the specific businesses and retailers they enjoy most and what they feel 

the Avenue could use more of. Some suggestions for improvement included relocating the 

McDonalds, having retailers extend their hours, addressing vacant store fronts through rent 

control, and allowing pop-up wine and beer vendors.  

Activity & Events – 28 comments 

The bulk of the comments received about the activities and events on the Avenue were positive, 

with respondents sharing what they like about the current offerings and what they’d like to see 

more of. Respondents reported enjoying the buskers and street performers, live stages and 

venues, the music, the pop-up markets and the summer entertainment. Specific suggestions for 

improvement included 7-day-a-week vendors, more street cafes and music, more family-focused 

programming, more independent markets (including a farmer’s market with food) and more 

performances and events (not just on Tuesdays).  

Next Steps 

The input from this phase of the study will be used, along with input from the future phases, to inform the 

development of the Master Plan. 
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Verbatim Comments 

The following pages contain the verbatim comments collected from the online tool and transcribed from the 

sounding boards and pop-up engagement opportunities. If an inappropriate word was used, the following is used 

to indicated that it was removed: [inappropriate word removed].  

Online Tool - Character Area 1: Olympic Plaza to 4 Street S.W. 

I like this 

I like the trees and green space downtown. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

The skating rink/wading pool is a great feature and helps to bring families and kids into 

downtown. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

The historic buildings and bustling street life between Centre and 2nd Street SW make this 

one of the most unique and memorable places in Calgary - if not Western Canada. Inter-City Express Stop 

Historical buildings are a beautiful feature. It's important to preserve these when safe; even 

if we can just save the facades of the oldest ones. 1 St SW 

There's almost always a guy here playing a bass instrument. He is always an entertainer and 

acknowledges the public as they pass-by. To the level of being a city ambassador, he makes 

for a positive trip along Stephen's Avenue, whenever passing-by with my family. 101 8 Ave SW 

Love the rainbow crosswalk. Should be a permanent feature! 101 8 Ave SW 

Love the rainbow crossing! 101 8 Ave SW 

Please keep the rainbow crosswalk year-round. Taking the steps necessary to make it 

permanent, or scheduling regular touchups (similar to crosswalks) would be preferable to 

scrubbing it off each year. 101 8 Ave SW 

I like local businesses like Phil & Sebastian 102 8 Ave SW 

preservation of the historic buildings is a great asset to Stephen Ave. Would like to see 

additional buildings preserved and restored 102 8 Ave SW 

This section of Stephen Avenue is wonderfully lively during weekday lunch hours. Can 

oftentimes snag some free samples, and I love hearing the music playing during summer 

months. The mix of modern and historical architecture here is also lovely. Would love to see 

this kind of activity along Stephen Ave on the weekends too. 107 8 Ave SE 

So many choices for restaurants/bars! There's something for everyone! 113 8 Ave SW 

Bike share stations! 117 8 Ave SW 

This is the best part of Stephen Avenue. Just bars, restaurants, and food options. 118 8 Ave SW 

I like the pedestrian mall and that bikes are allowed as well. With bike share coming to 

Calgary allowing bikes on the avenue will be even better and help people discover the 

businesses on the western end. With the number of great patios now on Stephen Ave can 

the summer hours where the avenue is closed to traffic be extended? Keeping traffic off the 

avenue until 8pm between May 1 and Oct 1 would be a nice improvement that would allow 

patio diners to enjoy a traffic-free supper. 120 8 Ave SW 

I like the live stage and the events hosted here 120 9 Ave SE 
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I love the pride crosswalk!  It adds colour and warmth to the area and recognizes diversity is 

a strength of Calgary. 120 9 Ave SE 

Keep the Pride Flag year round 120 9 Ave SE 

Like the musical stage, chairs, pop up markets and street performers on Stephen Ave - 

really the heart of Calgary! 120 9 Ave SE 

Heritage buildings on Stephen Avenue are one of the best examples in the country. We 

need to protect this asset. 125 8 Ave SW 

i like the library bookshelf 140 8 Ave SW 

The trees in Olympic Plaza provide comforting refuge in a busy downtown. 18 8 Ave SE 

The sunlight on this part of the avenue is great. Too much of the year much of downtown 

feels cold to stroll outside. Stephen avenue should be the prime strolling street 200 8 Ave SW 

The swing gates make me feel safe. It's too bad we don't have the westbound gates 

anymore. 205 8 Ave SW 

I appreciate the gates to discourage drivers from mowing down pedestrians. 205 8 Ave SW 

Preserve local live music venues 219 8 Ave SW 

The transitional lighting on the container pots adds an appeal throughout the year. It's at 

the right intensity. 220 9 Ave SE 

Greenery is great! Public art is a welcome addition (famous five). Encourage small cart food 

vendors and buskers! Chalk artists, street performers etc. Note: ban all vehicle parking, etc. It 

takes away from the ambiance of a pedestrian mall. 222 8 Ave SE 

Keeping the lanes here bike only makes downtown commuting more enjoyable, lots of bike 

parking is good too.  Could use maybe more CPS patrols due to lots of transient activity. 223 8 Ave SW 

I like the fact that this is the one interesting street where bikes have a place to ride... 

Whereas the plans for 17th Ave and Inglewood have us shut it off to secondary roads that 

are not interesting to allow for temporary car storage 230 8 Ave SW 

Love the interactions between cyclist and pedestrians... everyone weaving in and out to get 

where they're going 248 8 Ave SW 

I like the Olympic Plaza. Just don't chop down any mature trees to replace them with some 

tiny ones, please - OK? 300, 714 1 St SE 

On my 9th birthday, my family painted on the scaffolding for Olympic Plaza, then under 

construction.  Look at the bricks, the names of people who donated and supported the 88 

Olympic project.  The Famous 5 were profoundly meaningful for me growing up and 

through law school.  Please keep these things clean, discourage loitering and drugs and all 

that, but honour the essence and heritage! 300, 714 1 St SE 

Love this place! Great patio 310 8 Ave SW 

Effective use of crossing markers on the road. Should have this as a standard in other areas 

throughout the city (nothing at the ever-busy 11th Ave/3rd St SE intersection as example). 315 8 Ave SW 

art opportunity 315 8 Ave SW 

love the sculptures 315 8 Ave SW 
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Interesting and unique art-piece (unicorn?). If there isn't lighting applied to it yet, this would 

be a good opportunity for some uplighting, but don't go overboard (enough to highlight 

but not so much that you pollute like at the consolidation bridge... dial it down to the point 

of where the feature is defined). 331 8 Ave SW 

I don’t like this 

I don't like how Stephen Avenue ends at City Hall. Make an open corridor to the Library. 800 Macleod Trail SE 

It would be nice to be able to walk along Stephen Avenue and actually get to the new 

library. Not to mention biking 808 Macleod Trail SE 

Good Earth cafe is an over-priced abomination. Better cafe and restaurant options on the 

east end of Stephen Avenue would be great. Terminal Bldg 

The '88 Olympics legacy bricks are deteriorating and need to go. A full redevelopment of 

the plaza to make it safer and more inviting would be a welcome change! 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

Always a huge lineup of "Calgary's finest" homeless people. This makes this park so 

uninviting. We need to do something to get these [inappropriate word removed] out of 

city so we can enjoy our downtown. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

The benches should be removed from this block. 100, 137 8 Ave SW 

Restaurant patrons are always standing and smoking on the Stephen Ave and I dont think 

non smokers should be subjected to their second hand smoke 105 8 Ave SW 

This section feels dead and creepy at times. Very little to draw one in. 116 8 Avenue Southeast 

Cars/taxis should not be allowed on Stephen Ave, ever. It should be a pedestrian/bicycle 

area only 24/7 rather than a taxi waiting area. They can wait at side streets. 120 8 Ave SE 

The street-facing offices of Calgary Economic Development and the Calgary Convention 

Centre help create a dead-zone along this stretch of the avenue. Given the amount of 

cheap office space available right now can the City of Calgary work with these agencies to 

re-locate their street-level offices so that this space can be leased out to tenants that can 

help activate the avenue? Perhaps pop-up spaces for local merchants on one side and local 

restaurants on the other? Public art might also help draw people into this block to connect 

Olympic Plaza with the busy party of Stephen Ave 120 9 Ave SE 

Glenbow museum should be the cornerstone of our 'cultural hub', which includes Arts 

Commons, the convention centre, and Olympic Plaza.  Instead of uniting these four corners, 

it's a monolithic block which kills vitality at street level. 120 9 Ave SE 

The pedestrian experience on the south side of this street, east of Milestones, is cold and 

makes you feel like you want to leave. Not inviting at all. There is nothing to interact with. 

Having offices at street level makes no sense, and the Glenbow seems to ignore the street 

(on all sides). 120 9 Ave SE 

i agree with some of the other comments that the space east of Milestones & west of Arts 

Central is terrible re pedestrian experience. Worst is Glenbow that uses street level for 

offices with blinds down all the time. Should never permit office use at street level. 120 9 Ave SE 

ok 140 7 Ave SE 

This end of the block is not lively at all. It creates a break between the more well used parts 

of Stephen ave and Olympic plaza. Something is needed to create continuity. 140 8 Ave SE 
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80% of the time I'm here, it's always dead and usually contain some sort of questionable 

folk hanging around the A&W. It really breaks the flow and energy of the rest of the street. 140 8 Ave SE 

Pedestrian only stretch of Stephen Avenue should be that ONLY - no bicycles! 18 8 Ave SE 

I do not like how cyclists are pushed onto the pedestrian sidewalk on the east  side of 

Macleod Trail SE to connect with the extension of the cycle tracks along 9th Avenue SE. I 

think a better cycle track connection is needed. 18 8 Ave SE 

Keep cyclists in designated areas - sadly this will likely have to be through compliance not 

design 200 8 Ave SW 

The street surface should be consistent in height.  Pedestrians should not have to watch 

their feet, for curbs, changing road/sidewalk heights while taking in all the avenue has to 

offer. 200 8 Ave SW 

On two separate occasions, someone attempted to snatch my camera at the same spot. It 

wasnt even late - 7 pm and 9 pm! This place has lots of potential if only it can be made 

more safe 205 8 Ave SE 

Why do we allow empty taxi cabs to idle and pollute and clog up Stephen Ave?  BAN TAXIS 211 8 Ave SW 

This area feels unsafe most of the time. Which is a shame because its a nice area. The 

mcdonalds attracts a lot of homeless people so you cant walk freely without being hassled 

for money 222 8 Ave SW 

Mcdonalds attracts a lot of unsafe behavior. It should be moved off of stephen ave. 222 8 Ave SW 

Cars are abandoned here all day, most days making it hard to use the mall safely. 225 8 Ave SE 

Many seniors attend these performances. (including my family).  Extension would interfere 

with pick up and drop off a these events.  Access and parking are already difficult enough. 225 8 Ave SE 

Too many homeless loiter here. Get them out. 232 8 Ave SW 

Calgary has such an excellent opportunity to turn this into a safe, pedestrian only zone, 

however I have had way too many interactions including being attacked right at this spot. 

More police presence is needed. 232 8 Ave SW 

Very dangerous area, could use some public art 239 8 Ave SW 

This corner is one of the few consistently sunny spots on Stephen Ave but suffers from 

being a popular spot for homeless people to loiter. It should be a spot for everyone to stop 

and enjoy the avenue but few people do because of the loitering issue. Better street 

interface from whatever business replaces Scotia Bank would help. Maybe changing up the 

street furniture would help or adding a mini stage with no furniture to encourage busking at 

this spot would help? 248 8 Ave SW 

There are far too many homeless and drug addicts that hang out here and harass the 

public. 248 8 Ave SW 

One area of Stephen Ave that feels less safe with the people who loiter here. In the 

evenings, this is also one of the most popular place for people to party. Which can be lively 

and entertaining in of itself, but as it currently stands, security is often required here. 248 8 Ave SW 

This block is so cold. 314 8 Ave SW 
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Move the white sculptures to a more appropriate venue where they would be appreciated, 

like an open field or the City of Calgary should create an outdoor "Sculpture Garden" like 

the Minneapolis Sculpture Garden . This would allow for the appreciation of the creation yet 

allow for a more warm and consistent venue for the pedestrian mall. Maybe install gas 

lamps like the ones on the walkway in front of the Bow Valley Ranche in Fish Creek park. 

The gas lamps are inviting throughout the year and have benches to sit on under them. 

Light and warmth would help this section of Stephen Avenue. 315 8 Ave SW 

The expanded patios in the summer are great but it means the sidewalks are virtually 

unpassable after six when the avenue opens to cars.  Either extend the sidewalks or extend 

the pedestrian only hours in the summer. 315 8 Ave SW 

the "portables"/"atco trailers" to add on to Earls are an eyesore and reduce the pedestrian 

flow and feel of the mall 315 8 Ave SW 

We already have those ugly artifical trees which interfere with all types of access.  Bankers 

Hall is very busy (cars, bikes, pedestrians)  We do not need to clog the area further with 

expensive mall ecoutrements.  This project would not bring in more money to Calgary.  It is 

a waste of tax dollars. 315 8 Ave SW 

I don’t feel safe by the McDonald’s area too many homeless and drunks around in the day. 

I’ve seen drug deals at lunch in this area many times. Need more police presence. Need to 

enforce walk your bike rule At lunch. Should extend no cars allowed later in summer 317 7 Ave SW 

These "tree" sculptures have to go. Cold, uninviting, poor design, contributes to under 

utilized section of Stephen Ave. Please address this section. 328 8 Ave SW 

Remove the overbearing white sculptures. Make a more welcoming and friendly space. 

Water features perhaps? 332 8 Ave SW 

Remove parking and car access here, vehicles and taxis park all over this place making it 

dangerous to create a the street 340 8 Ave SW 

The patio of the restaurant at this spot is an eyesore and doesnt go well with the rest of the 

Stephen Ave 359 8 Ave SW 

Needs improvement 

Opening up City Hall through to the new library would really help bring traffic over to the 

East Village. 740 Macleod Trail SE 

While City employees do a great job of cleaning and prettifying Olympic Plaza, it generally 

does not feel like a welcoming or safe place to hang out. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

Keep this a public space, but make it more dynamic - still a park, but maybe a small 

conservatory and cafe for the winter? Could be a partnership between City and Teatro?? I'd 

also love to see a piece of engagement friendly public art added. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

overall plaza needs improvement- a bit dated 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 

Olympic Plaza is a hub for festivals, but it is looking outdated. Would be nice if it is updated. 

Also don't fully feel safe with some of the people that like to hang out in groups here. 

Olympic Plaza, 228 8 Ave 

SE 
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Fix up the surface. Something like is used for the new eau claire walkway. Use 1 or 2 durable 

materials consistantly for the entire stephen avenue. When something needs 

repairing/replacing, do it with the same material. Ideally use a material that will last 50+ 

years with minimal maintenance. "Fixing" brick with stamped concrete or asphalt looks tacky 

and like the space isn't important. 1 St SW@ 8 Av SW 

opportunity to better link the Calgary tower, Stephen ave, and LRT? 101 8 Ave SW 

Rainbow sidewalk should be permanent. Love the large hanging flower planters but would 

be nice if they were raised higher to not impede pedestrian traffic. Make Stephen Avenue 

vehicle free or at least no vehicles until 10 pm. Upgrade / redevelop Olympic Plaza. Wish 

Stephen Ave was a smoke-free zone. 101 8 Ave SW 

More secure in this area better connections and the c-train line 101, 855 8 Ave SW 

I have a great idea!! Turn 8th ave into one big giant bike lane.. to match the rest of the 

downtown core 102 8 Ave SW 

Put european-style bollards here (that raise and lower for vehicles that actually need 

access). As a pedestrian the middle of the avenue doesn't feel like it is your space, but rather 

that you are tresspassing on auto space 102 8 Ave SW 

I don't like vehicles on a pedestrian walkway. Make it pedestrians/bikes only. 107 8 Ave SE 

Planters and patio umbrellas here could all stand to be raised a few inches.  Planters hang 

down into the umbrellas, making both low enough that us tall people have to duck and bob 

and weave to avoid an umbrella or plant while staying out of the bike path. 107 8 Ave SW 

I appreciate the farmers market during the summer. Some of the other shops are a bit 

junky, so there's an opportunity to manage the quality of vendors 109 8 Ave SW 

If bikes are to be barred from Stephen Ave as another poster suggested, the cycle tracks 

should be built out further along 9th Ave to ensure there are no interruptions for cyclists. 118 8 Ave SE 

ALL along Stephen Ave, a more defined eastbound cycle lane would be helpful. I currently 

don't feel comfortable facing down taxis when I'm trying to bike east on Stephen Ave after 

6pm, especially after dark. 119 8 Ave SW 

I would support no cars and no bikes at any time on any portion of Stephen Avenue.  This 

should be a pedestrian first concept... making it pedestrian only during certain hours simply 

drives people away. 120 9 Ave SE 

Heavy volume of cigarettes among areas adjacent to restaurants and along Stephens 

Avenue in various locations. Between this and the body-odour smell on the streets, it deters 

the interest in public walking here. Could add denser planting areas adjacent to restaurants 

to filter the smell, or occasionally wash the street? The popularity of patios and business is a 

plus, however. 120 9 Ave SE 

Enrich this corner.  Create space the compliments the east side of the corner. 120 9 Ave SE 

a very bland crosswalk for drawing people to and from the Olympic plaza. art opportunity? 120 9 Ave SE 

needs better shops etc. to make it just as lively as the east end of Stephen ave 120 9 Ave SE 

Don't enjoy this part of stephen ave- the nice feeling of small buisnesses ends here and it is 

much more shaded. Mural on Glenbow would be nice addition 120 9 Ave SE 

Horrible street crossing.  4 lanes of speeding traffic is too dangerous. 120 9 Ave SE 
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I think adding entertainment such as live music would be benifical in this area as well as 

designated parking for people 

Wishing to visit Stephen Ave  

Also outdoor markets are great 120 9 Ave SE 

If 8th Avenue is going to remain both a cycling destination and the primary east-west 

cycling travel corridor, improvements need to be made to reduce pedestrian-bicycle 

conflict, including looking at textural and/or grade treatments to encourage travel modes 

into a specific space. Ultimately, alternatives should be identified for the east-west cycling 

corridor spanning downtown so that pedestrian priority can be retained on the mall portion. 120 9 Ave SE 

Outside of pedestrian-only hours, it is difficult to cycle against the flow of motor-vehicle 

traffic, even though two-way bicycle travel is permitted. The configuration of the street often 

seems to result in cyclists riding directly into oncoming traffic or getting squeezed to the 

side. 120 9 Ave SE 

I do not like the extent of hours where vehicles can access the Mall, I think that pedestrian 

hours should be extended. 120 9 Ave SE 

Open up the patios to the surrounding sidewalk. Work with the Province to remove the 

barriers between the patio tables and sidewalks. 120 9 Ave SE 

The planters that hang off the lamp posts: Like the planters but they are too low. Once car 

traffic is allowed on 8th Avenue pedestrians have to duck underneath or wait. Sidewalks are 

not wide enough to allow even twp people to walk side-by-side especially with all the 

sidewalk patios. NOT advocating removal of either the hanging planters or the outdoor 

patios, just better accommodation of pedestrians. 122 8 Ave SE 

Along ALL of Stephen Ave, more bike parking on each block would be appreciated. 125 8 Ave SW 

Lots of sketchy folks, should have a dedicated police presence, a kiosk, or mall front small 

police station on the mall. 126 A 8 Ave SW 

The amount of criminal activity conducted by angry and violent people is alarming. More 

police presence is required. 129 8 Ave SW 

This is the deadest portion of Stephen Avenue. Asides from the A&W and the cafÃ©, this 

part of the street is a dead end. It kills the vibe of Stephen because there are no 

shops/restaurants here. 130 8 Ave SE 

My daily walks are bombarded by unsafe interactions with transient individuals. Even during 

a busy time, no one helps out or steps in. More police presence or deterrents are needed, 131 8 Ave SW 

Please remove motorized vehicles from all of Stephen Ave, with the exception of delivery or 

required service vehicles within certain hours. Set up more taxi pickup/dropoff spots on the 

side streets, and clear directions for parkades for other motorized vehicles. 131 8 Ave SW 

Allow bars and restaurants to have terraces without a fence so that people can enjoy eats 

and drinks freely. Europeanize the avenue :). 140 8 Ave SE 

This is a landmark intersection at the end of one of the most important streets in western 

Canada. Can't we even get some better design elements like public art, crosswalk painting. 18 8 Ave SE 

another important crosswalk that is bland and doesn't draw people to and from the other 

ends 18 8 Ave SE 
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City hall is an uninviting dead end. The old city hall should be an attraction for people to go 

see, but the building around it is too sterile and makes it difficult to get to the new library 

(potentially also an attraction/destination) 18 8 Ave SE 

Need a plus-15 from City Hall train station to new library 18 8 Ave SE 

Pedestrian and bike only avenue, remove cars. 200 8 Ave SE 

I think we need to support the patio season to extend it with heaters etc. 200 8 Ave SE 

Why let cars down this section of Stephen Ave at all? Look at a town like Boulder, Colorado- 

they have beatiful trees and plants and benches in the middle of the pedestrian street. 

Makes it more enjoyable. People can catch cabs on side streets easily. Let food trucks here 

to promote gathering. Need to do something about all the sketchy bums also around this 

area- makes people wary to go here at night. 200 8 Ave SW 

Hudson's Bay needs to restore the grander to this store and treat it like a flagship again.  

 

Many brands that should be here are now only at Chinook Centre, making what should be 

the the flagship Hudson's Bay less of a destination. 200 8 Ave SW 

I would love to see an LED light feature/show similar to what they have in downtown Las 

Vegas on Freemont street.  Having a "Calgary experience" similar to the Freemont 

experience in Las Vegas would really add to the Arts & Cultural appeal of the Arts 

Commons & Glenbow blocks. 201 8 Ave SE 

This portion feels more like a street during the day than a pedestrian corridor. At night the 

sidewalks are not adequate to handle the pedestrian traffic given the amount of traffic 

picking up/dropping off at Arts Common. The way the avenue interacts with the south end 

of Olympic Plaza could be improved. 205 8 Ave SE 

Swinging gates are very good for keeping cars out, but could they be brought in closer 

together to keep two way pedestrian and cycle traffic more separate, to mitigate jams at 

intersections? 205 8 Ave SW 

Whole area feels unsafe at night with the amount of vagrants  and impaired homeless. 211 8 Ave SW 

The car parking here ruins the Avenue feel here- better intergration between park and 

street 220 9 Ave SE 

The Olympic Plaza block really needs some improvement it terms of more frontage, retail 

and foremost - fewer cars 222 8 Ave SE 

Olympic Plaza looks tired.  

Something needs to be done to reinvigorate this public space and better connect it to 

Stephen Avenue. 222 8 Ave SE 

Terrifying to walk past at night. Needs to be cleaned up 222 8 Ave SW 

Too many vagrant/street people make this a hangout, uncomfortable for 

shoppers/stroller/tourists. 223 8 Ave SW 

The street surface is uneven and difficult for cycling. 225 8 Ave SE 

This is a great idea, but we are in a recession, this is not necessary now 227 8 Ave SW 

Terrifying to walk past at night 230 8 Ave SW 

A bit of a scary area sometimes. It's been better lately, but there's been a lot of violence 

occurring here. Also excessive smoking, drug-use and drinking. 232 8 Ave SW 
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It really feels like drivers are given priority at this crossing. It's short for pedestrians and 

cyclists. It would be nice to have a more defined welcome to city hall from Stephen Ave. 237 8 Ave SE 

PEDESTRIAN ONLY at all times - NO  cars, trucks, bikes... 248 8 Ave SW 

Stop the homeless people from hanging out here. 248 8 Ave SW 

The entire Stephen Avenue stretch needs to be pedestrian only. Cyclists have no regard for 

safety of themselves and others and are just a hindrance. 248 8 Ave SW 

The City of Calgary has to institute policies that re-establish downtown as the centre of the 

city.  

For the past 10 years or so, the Chinook area has taken over as the retail and leisure centre 

of Calgary. The crowds are not downtown on weekends anymore. They are at Chinook 

Centre, as is most destination retail that used to only be downtown.  

 

Do something to stop the continued suburban growth, and instead focus back on 

downtown.  

 

Given Calgary's size, Stephen Avenue should be a hive of activity like Robston Street in 

Vancouver, or Byward Market in Ottawa. But it is not. It is instead a very quiet place outside 

of business hours. And contrary to the views that it is because there is not enough 

residential; it actually has to do with the fact that downtown has lost much of the 

destinations that made it a draw. 304 8 Ave SW 

safety is real concern in this area. panhandlers are getting pushier and pushier 304 8 Ave SW 

I have bumped into several tourists this season asking me "how to I get to Devonian 

Gardens?". Somehow at street level there needs to be visibility to how to easily access some 

of the features in the surrounding buildings. 314 8 Ave SW 

I think the city need to work on the safety of Stephen Ave first. I see fights between vagrants 

daily. I donâ�™t feel safe walking past Dollarama / McDonalds any time of day. 315 8 Ave SW 

too many people smoking in this area which makes it hard to walk without getting second 

hand smoke in your face 315 8 Ave SW 

Please be aware of the soundscape, especially on this block. Currently there are speakers on 

the "trees" (which I like), but also coming from the food truck parked on the corner and 

coming from the restaurants. This makes this block an unpleasant place to be for those 

outside. 315 8 Ave SW 

this and the other intersections along the cycle tracks are unsafe with cars turning right. 

Need infrastructure improvement. 315 8 Ave SW 

Congestion in this area and lots of cigarette smoke 324 8 Ave SW 

Series of bollards here between CORE and Banker's Hall doors would help clearly identify 

the crossing area between the buildings (similar to the ones on 4th Street between the two 

CORE buildings)  Lots of pedestrians here just walk out into the laneway without looking for 

the cyclist traffic dealing with the obstructed sightlines due to the wind deflectors sculptures. 328 8 Ave SW 

Can some fun / innovative LED lighting be added to the arches or in this general area as it's 

really shadowed. 336 8 Ave SW 

Sidewalk space is tight in this area during the evening when traffic is allowed on the avenue. 339 8 Ave SW 
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Barriers to vehicle entry (i.e. - automated posts that raise and lower) is required to ensure 

safety of people on the mall. 340 8 Ave SW 

 

Online Tool - Character Area 2: 4 Street S.W. to 8 Street S.W. 

I Like This  

Like the wide crosswalks, pedestrian friendly and low buildings to let lots of sunlight, 

benches and lots of public garbage cans, patio space to make this the most pedestrian-

friendly street in Calgary 407 8 Ave SW 

Honestly, Stephen Ave ends here in my mind. I usually turn around here and don't go any 

further west. Perhaps something could be done to make the rest of Stephen Avenue more 

appealing as a pedestrian destination. 407 8 Ave SW 

The CORE is the only highlight of Stephen Avenue. The rest seems like poor planning. 421 7 Ave SW 

Bike Lanes are great!! I thought there would be more issues but bikes and pedestrians get 

along great. 605 8 Ave SW 

Love the Globe- really adds value to this corporate part of the street 617 8 Ave SW 

Stephen Ave is one of the features that makes Calgary Calgary.  Please remember that 

when you are making plans, and embrace our heritage and the pedestrian-and recreational 

elements of the avenue.  I'm sure you experts can make great improvements, but please 

prioritize Calgary's heritage and uniqueness.  (For example, I'd hate to see it become some 

kind of Toronto-esque aspirationally-international-city design, perhaps with massive 

rainbows and trans-butterflies and monuments to Diversity, Inclusion, and Social Justice, bla 

bla bla.  Please consider long-term service to Calgarians (not the global community).  Please 

don't make this at all contingent on the 2026 Olympic bid.  Thank you for actually listening 

to citizen feedback.  Stephen Ave will last much longer than Nenshi or any other politician. 801 6 Ave SW 

I Don’t Like This  

The cycle track jog here can be dangerous in low light situations and/or with bike/street 

congestion. Would like to see straighter alignment on cycle track. 411 8 Ave SW 

Please do not use bricks in the roadway, especially any section where heavy motorized 

vehicles are permitted. This brickwork is not replaced or patched in a timely manner, leaving 

large potholes and bike-tire-sized gaps which are hazards for more vulnerable road users. 411 8 Ave SW 

Why is this 10 acre lot still full of mud and garbage?  its been 5 years. 42 17 Ave SW 

I think it would be beneficial to make Stephen Avenue 100% traffic free.  If the City is taking 

a green approach to its future developments, there should be no parking on Stephen Ave.  

even after business hours.  I would think this would save on the wear and tear that vehicle 

traffic brings to the Avenue, and thus reducing the annual maintenance budget for the City. 506 8 Ave SW 

Stephen Avenue should have a separated two way bike lane and be 100% car-free. The 

businesses should have the opportunity to build year-round patios and there should be 

more outdoor festivals and activities hosted all year. 510 8 Ave SW 
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Walking along this block feels sterile and if you're headed west it makes a person think that 

they've left the vibrant shopping/restaurant area and are entering corporate Calgary. There 

are some great places to check out on the west end of Stephen Ave but I think most people 

turn around once they hit this block. Some sort of public art or whimsical street furniture 

that encourage people to keep walking the avenue to the west would be helpful. Maybe a 

series of connected public art pieces between 4th St and 8th St that would encourage 

people to keep exploring? 525 8 Ave SW 

This would interfere with access to the shopping malls and parking garages.  It would 

decrease business for specialty stores where Calgarians travel from the burbs specifically for 

these stores. (eg. Holyt Renfrew) 528 8 Ave SW 

Clean up Stephen Ave from 6th Street SW to 10th Street SW.  Less sketchy areas. Potentially 

add historic lights and building facades to match the nicer area from 4th Street to City Hall. 530 8 Ave SW 

I don't like Maggie Schofield, she needs to go. Awful work, has done nothing for downtown 605 13 Ave SW 

Need to continue pedestrian only all the way to 11th ave.  Lots of City Parking available in 

office towers on weekends. Work with buildings to make some for public use. 610 8 Ave SW 

To whom it may concern. 

 

Stephen Ave is already a major inconvenience for anyone who has to drive in and around it. 

I have worked for a service company and dreaded any call that I received in that area, as 

parking is non-existent to begin with, and what little exists is met with exorbitant charges, 

but I digress.  

 

I understand that extending the pedestrian walkway could in theory cause an influx of local 

dollars, but I just cannot see it making that much of a difference given the taxpayer cost up 

front. The amenities available currently (on Stephen Ave) are already sufficient, and while I 

would not be opposed to some maintenance, I do not see the need for a full upgrade. 620 8 Ave SW 

The extension would interfere with drop off and pick up at the cinema as well as bars in the 

area. 622 8 Ave SW 

I don't like Stephen Avenue Mall at all. It needs more police presence to ensure safety of all. 

Took kids there a couple months back and the "restaurants" are primarily bars. Found a 

McDonald's and it was so dirty and the clientele so scruffy looking, I wouldn't take my kids 

there. Left the area to find a family friendly area to hang out. Bars and nightclubs are find 

for the night crowds, but there need to be daytime activities for all ages. Won't frequent the 

area if you can't feel safe even in the daylight and there's very little for kids to do. 700 - 777 8 Ave S.W 

An extension would interfere with access to the parking garage, as well as buses and drop 

off/pick up at the Hotel. 718 8 Ave SW 

Traffic is already backed up and slow, even during non rush hour times.  We do not need to 

clog it further.  There  is very little pedestrian and bicycle traffic in the area.  The existing 

side walks and bike lanes are more than adequate just as they are.   This project is both 

unneccesary and a waste of tax dollars. 801 11 St SW 

Ped walkway would work with park development and anchor this end of 8th. 855 8 Ave SW 
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Needs Improvement  

Add more trees and grass to the avenue, cute cafes and wide sidewalks, cycle tracks and no 

cars. NB 4 St SW @ 7 Av SW 

Extend the pedestrian mall all the way to the Husky Building or the University of Calgary 

Building. 407 8 Ave SW 

Would like better cycle facilities on north side on this stretch. Don’t think the shadow is safe 

for all ages and abilities. 407 8 Ave SW 

Consider extending pedestrian section of Stephen Avenue at least as far west as 4th Street 

SW. 407 8 Ave SW 

The state of the cycle lanes is atrocious to the point where I think its safe to ride on the road 

instead 411 8 Ave SW 

Can the pedestrian mall be extended west to 4th St SW? 4th St serves as a great pedestrian 

link south to the beltline and having the pedestrian mall begin at 4th St would help 

encourage downtown visitors to head south to enjoy Central Memorial Park and the 

shopping in Mission. 412 8 Ave SW 

The pavement is really rough on this section due to cobblestones and asphalt patches. 

Makes cycling uncomfortable for cyclists, and unpredictable for drivers since cyclists swerve 

to miss large drops in road surface. 412 8 Ave SW 

I would like the walking mall to increase to 5th Street. SB 5 St SW @ 8 Av SW,  

Holt Renfrew should play up their street frontage more. Make it a section of Stephen 

Avenue that is inviting and draws people to destination window displays. 506 8 Ave SW 

Extend the pedestrian only street from 3rd Street SW all the way to 6th Street SW 

(potentially 8th Street SW longer term). Need to incentive businesses and attractions for all 

ages to open at ground level & Plus 15 level. Depending on the complexity of it, the City 

could create an "indoor" atrium between the buildings over the street between 4th Street 

SW and 5th or 6th Street SW (where the indoor Core mall ends) so it is sheltered by the 

weather. Have patios in the middle of the street that are serviced by restaurants in the 

buildings or Plus 15 level along with entertainment and other vendors. 505 8 Ave SW 

Design this entire avenue to be unique, not piecemeal. Encourage cycling along the avenue 

at slower speeds. This needs to be a pedestrian first avenue. 517 8 Ave SW 

Work with the Core / Watermark / 8th Avenue place to increase the number of stores / 

pedestrian activities in the Plus 15 level (include staying open for weekend / evenings). If you 

can extend indoor attractions (winter lasts >6 months in Calgary), it will keep more people in 

this area. Put some bars or restaurants on the Plus 15 level from Watermark to 8th street. 

Close 8th street for Pedestrian use only and allow these restaurants / bars to put street level 

terraces and patios (could be sheltered for winter). Look at  La Rambla in Barcelona. The 

restaurants are not directly attached  to the patios. Need to cater to the business crowd 

during the day while attracting others for evenings & weekends. 510 8 Ave SW 

This blank wall sure could use a mural! 530 8 Ave SW 

This intersection is a disaster for for biking/car/pedestrian combination. The light isn't long 

enough on 9th ave turning East so cars pile up, cyclists are going way too fast down 8th and 

you cannot turn East onto 8th using a car because pedestrian traffic is too heavy. 595 8 Ave SW 
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I think the Owner of the Barron Building should be encouraged to get going with getting 

vitalizing shops/cafes in the ground floor.  And I always hear of Calgary’s lack of midsize 

theatre space - this theatre should be restored! 608 8 Ave SW 

West of this marker Stephen Ave dies. More public art, storefronts, police prescence, parks - 

anything will improve it. 618 8 Ave SW 

While I appreciate and use the cycle tracks along 8th nearly daily, I think we could do a 

much better job in integrating them into the streetscape to the benefit of all street users and 

businesses along the corridor. Perhaps raised cycle tracks with some reallocation of space? 618 8 Ave SW 

Like the eastern end, this section needs more animation and destinations to draw people. 621 8 Ave SW 

Pedestrian realm improvements are needed along here. Maybe something similar to what 

was done along the 13 Ave greenway? Stephen Ave should naturally be the street of choice 

for people to walk or bike east/west through the downtown core but west of 3rd St there's 

nothing encouraging people to pick Stephen Ave over other avenues. Something simple like 

taking the decorative overhead Christmas lights that are put up over the pedestrian mall 

and making them a permanent (non Christmas themed) feature that extend along the entire 

avenue would be a great way for place-making in the evening hours. 700 8 Ave SW 

Hoping the revitalization of this park will assist with use of this area. It could be a beautiful 

green space in the middle of downtown but needs to be maintained and patrolled 700-999 8 St SW 

I don't like is a fact that if your cycling in the bike Lane West and need to turn south on the 

8th Street you in most cases need to do two lights to get through that intersection where 

has cars can just turn left 700-999 8 St SW 

Make 8 Ave car free up to 8 St. SW. This will attract more people and business to the area 

between 4th and 8th St 714 8 Ave SW 

Why are there no stores/restaurants/bars/cafes here? 722 8 Ave SW 

Intersection signal timing is really a mess here.  Signal on 9th is short for the need to clear 

traffic out of both 5th Street and 8th Ave. Either cut off 8th avenue vehicle access east of 

here to cut down on egress or dramatically extend 9th ave's light (but the latter could cause 

further jams as pedestrian and cycle traffic goes North / South) 730 5 St SW 

I find I really need to give a lot of thought to making turns on my bike here. I would love to 

see better guidance for cyclists and more efficiency overall for all travel modes. 730 5 St SW 

to many homeless drunks on the ctrain 750 11 St SW 

I realize it's not part of the study area but changing the painted bike lanes on 11 St into 

proper separated cycle tracks would increase the number of people who would feel 

comfortable using them. Increasing the number of people who feel comfortable using the 

cycling infrastructure on 11 St will help increase the number of people using the cycling 

infrastructure on Stephen Ave west of 7th St and will help activate the area by making it feel 

busier. 11 St is an important cycling connection to the residents of west beltline. Making 11 

St/Stephen Ave their preferred way to bike downtown helps Stephen Ave but requires 

separated cycling infrastructure on 11 St first. 750 11 St SW 

Bike lanes here very unsafe - right turns are often made into where people are on bikes - 

needs better infrastructure in this much used area 750 11 St SW 

There is nothing here to eat or drink or to play around in. This is boring needs revitalisation. 788 6 St SW 
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Make Stephen Avenue closed to vehicle traffic up to 11 st. Current cycle tracks are falling 

apart and should be made permanent/maintained. Also consider turning 11 st bike lanes 

into protected cycle tracks to allow for active transportation corridor from the west end / 

DTWK LRT into Stephen Avenue. 825 8 Ave SW 

Unsure what the plan is for this park but I would suggest some sort of gating to keep it 

closed at night. The old park was quite dangerous when the sun went down and often times 

I would see used drug paraphernalia including avoiding stepping on needles. 831 7 Ave SW 

Regarding bike infrastructure, 8 ave and 12 ave are obviously the main east-west bike routes 

downtown, but only having one north-south route connecting the two is very cumbersome. 

A separated bike lane on 8th street from at least 8 ave all the way to ideally 17th ave would 

be amazing. Another north-south route on the east side of downtown connecting 8 ave and 

12 ave is a necessary improvement too. 855 8 Ave SW 

 

Online Tool: Character Area 3: 8 Street S.W. to Mewata Armoury 

I Like This 

I love this idea!  Please make it full of shops, restaurants, places to sit ... reasons to sit... 

public art....live art.  Farmers markets.  Public gardens...for people to grow veggies and 

flowers.  

 People living above and all along the route.  Keep residential in the forefront.  Lets get 

locals out walking...markers of some type for distance walked etc.  Longest pedestrian mall 

in Canada?  Patrolled by the City's finest to keep it safe. 9061 6 Ave SW 

Keeping the cycle track down here to meet 11th to get simple access to Bow River Pathway 

or 12 Ave Cycletrack helps cut down traffic on the river paths and bridges. 1100 8 Ave SW 

Thank you so much for the bike lanes running all the way down this street. Bike 

infrastructure needs to keep being present on this critical piece of the network, connecting 

with the bikes lanes on 9th ave by City Hall all the way to 11 street sw. 1122 8 Ave SW 

Rumble House is awesome!  More active art on Stephen Ave would be great. 1136 8 Ave SW 

I Don’t Like This 

This entire area is very unsafe. Not really sure what to do aside from removing Circle K & 

McDonald's as they seem to attract quite a bit of loitering. 905 7 Ave SW 

En extension would interfere with the parking garage and disables access to the University.  

It is not needed and a waste of money. 906 8 Ave SW 

I don't like taking the train.  So many homeless people using it to get up to Westbrook to 

shoplift.  I would like to see more transit cops on the trains and at the stops. 909 15 St SW 

the condition of the bike Lanes nearing the mewata armory are absolutely atrocious 919 8 Ave SW 

An extension would interfere with the parking lot and Enterprise. 1001 8 Ave SW 

Make this into a single one way/local business access and the rest of the current 

roadway/walkway should be converted into a pedestrian;park;bikeway with trees and 

greenery. Have a continual open space parkway down all of Stephen Avenue. 1016 8 Ave SW 

This is where the avenue dies. Why did someone ever think this was the highest and best 

use of Stephen Avenue? 1017 8 Ave SW 
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An Extension would interfere with parking, buses, and access to the Hotel. 1020 8 Ave SW 

Disgusting waste of land. Stop having concrete ground parking downtown. Have mutli-level 

parkades or mixed use development. This is such an eyesore. 1027-1029 8 Ave SW 

There is nothing at this end of Stephen ave to connect it to the more well-used end near 

Olympic plaza. Even the signage/banners/ sidewalks/ benches/etc suggest it is not a space 

intended for contiguous use 1100 8 Ave SW 

This project is unnecessary and a waste of taxpayer dollars.  Pedestrian and bicycle traffic in 

this area is minimal.   We have no problem accessing sidewalks and bike lanes as they are.  

The Extension would interfere with businesses and parking garages.  It would clog traffic 

even more.  We are seniors and need to drive to the grocery stores in our area.  The 

extension would make this even more difficult. 1100 8 Ave SW 

Sidewalks really need to be present here - and then improved - and then expanded 1122 8 Ave SW 

I like things the way they are, but with less bike lanes because they just seem to ride on the 

sidewalk so what’s the point of spending all that money when they don’t even use it. 1122 8 Ave SW 

I am a woman who uses this CTrain station at night. I have to cross this parking lot at night 

and there are too many homeless here that it makes me scared to death to get off at this 

station. 1134 8 Ave SW 

The West section of Stephen Ave. from 2nd St. through to 11St. needs to be addressed. It 

can be so much more! Create a welcoming vibrant pedestrian mall that is safe and culturally 

engaging. The "Pedestrian Mall" if thats what we are calling it, should be from City Hall/ART 

COMMONS directly through to the Mewata Armoury/Contemporary Art Museum/Shaw 

Millennium Park! This could be transformational and will encourage development in under 

utilized sections and help to create a critical mass of cultural/tourist/leisure destinations 

along this corridor. With careful planning, resources and vision it could be a real gem! 1134 8 Ave SW 

It will be even more difficult to access this park by vehicle.   We will loose valuable parking 

spaces for visitors to the condos in the area.  I have no problem accessing this park walking 

or cycling with the existing infrastructure. 1220 9 Ave SW 

Crime hub 1413 33 St SW 

Needs Improvement 

Make the cycle track permanent. Better cycling facilities (protected lanes) on 11 St would also 

help attract more active models to Stephen Ave. 906 8 Ave SW 

Upgrade the quality of the cycle track infrastructure and sidewalks west of 8 St. 916 8 Ave SW 

Area around 8th St. LRT is bleak and dangerous. 924 9 St SW 

Needs more visual interest created along this section to Mewata. (and continuity down to 

the Plaza.) It has such tremendous potential. If strictly pedestrian, redo the pavement into a 

unique contemporary or even cobblestone design. More boutique stores created along the 

way on ground level of new condos between 10th and 11 street and down to 4th street. 

Historic streetlamps or bright new street flags. 8 avenue designed for marches/parades from 

the Plaza to Skate Park, reducing obstacles. 935 8 Ave SW 

Cycle tracks west of 8th St to Mewata are in serious need of repairs and improvements. 1000 8 Ave SW 
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I find the cycle tracks along this section are narrow and not particularly attractive to use. It 

would be appreciated to see a long term plan that looks at how to create a more appealing 

and functional space for all users, while retaining physically separated space for cycling. 1018 8 Ave SW 

This is a sketchy and boring part of Stephen Avenue. Needs more retail, restaurants, and 

services. 1026 8 Ave SW 

THIS IS OFFENSIVE. HOW DARE THE CITY ALLOW AN EMPTY PARKING LOT ON STEPHEN 

AVENUE. CONVERT THIS SPACE TO MIXED DEVELOPMENT. 1027 38 Ave SW 

I have parked here at night to go to a concert close by and if this parking lot is to stay long 

term the city should improve lighting / security cameras, signage, and perhaps add some 

nice planter boxes to make it feel safer when returning to your car. 1029 8 Ave SW 

I would like to see a Music/Light show similar to the Freemont Street experience in 

downtown Las Vegas.  I think the theme could be in honour of our Canadian Military and a 

great entrance to the Armoury and Shaw Millennium park.  The experience could link the 

past with our future.  I would think getting corporate sponsorship for an experience like this 

would not be difficult to receive from Corporate Calgary. 1034 8 Ave SW 

I would like to see more security on the ctrains and the ctrain station. 1100 8 Ave SW 

Safety on the LRT is the most serious issue facing Calgary.  We need more Transit police 

and less drunk bums on the trains. 1100 8 Ave SW 

Need to see wider sidewalks, better street lighting and wider bike lanes on west end of 8th 

Avenue. 1100 8 Ave SW 

Please improve the bike Lanes at this section 1100 8 Ave SW 

For the record, I have been regularly spending time as a pedestrian on Stephen Avenue 

Mall since 1968. In the recent past (last couple of years) I have been dismayed by the turning 

over of the space to automobile traffic. And not just after 6:00. Once it was wide open after 

6:00 to traffic, I see cars sneaking down all areas of the mall at midday. It is pretty absurd 

that there is signage banning skateboards and rollerboards while, as a pedestrian I have to 

be watching out for cars. Please return it to a true pedestrian mall - one of the few areas in 

this city where people can freely and safely walk. After 6:00 there is plenty of reasonably 

priced parking off 9th avenue so parking is totally unnecessary other than handicap 

accessible spots. 1120 7 Ave SW 

Cycle tracks on both sides of 8th Ave east from 11 St. need repaving. Making them wider 

would take cyclists out of the door zone, but poor road surface makes this difficult with the 

existing width. 1122 8 Ave SW 

The cycle tracks here are horrible - full of sharp garbage, not protected, etc. 1131 8 Ave SW 

I dislike all the sketchy people using the trains.  more transit security on the trains please. 1136 8 Ave SW 

Continuing the end of the cycle track network to connect to the pathway system and into 

the Beltline by separating the existing painted bike lane would help improve safety of 

cyclists, and increase those choosing to cycle. 13 11 St SW 

Lots of vehicles park in the bike lane please add more barriers here Calgary, T2W 4N1 
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Sounding Board Comments 

I Like This 

I like the character found on Stephen Avenue 

No cars 

Walkability 

Unique shops (+1) 

Walkability (+1) 

Being able to stroll (+1) 

the flowers (+1) 

the architecture (+1) 

history (+1) 

I like the vibe. 

The flowers on the side are beautiful 

The vibe of the streets 

The vibe of the streets is amazing 

Good positivity 

The old buildings looks great 

Keep the workout spaces/fitness & Mall, Banker's Hall, TB & …. 

Everything's is great just more Arts music 

Resturants 

Dances on floor 

Bank's upgrade's 

& keep some old building 

pub's 

club's 

underground spots 

Bussiness & after hr club's, 24 hr, unwind 

Sheasha 

People to look at and talk to 

Cycling to work, the bank, shops, lunch 

La ville est just de toute beauté 

(The city is just beautiful) 

I like Stephens 

Because have the nice wide walkway 

No cars 

Sidewalk cafes/restaurants 

The cobblestone streets - 'older look' as opposed to all modern cement is boring.  

Summer market/entertainment  
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Presentation of old buildings + facades  

Pedestrian + bike friendly  

Farmers markets/vendors 

Musical performances  

Less meth heads 

Love the heritage buildings - absolutely 

No cars 

Old buildings when it is light up tile sidewalks 

I love Stephen Ave. Farmers Market 

Pedestrian friendly  

Patios  

Cleanliness (a visitor to Calgary) 

Roads for pedestrian not traffic in areas 

Fun, vibrant, good food, good shops 

a comprehensive traffic pattern act 

Stephen Avenue is about pedestrians; cars are merely guests. This has always been the way, because it’s a main gathering 

place for people. Keep it this way.  

It's purdy 

The concerts @ 12:00 all summer rocked 

Where has the street car gone? 

I love the Glenbow Museum 

Yearly visits from England please keep up Calgary's history for future generations 

Coblestone Walkway 

I like the programming - famer's markets, live music, art 

The hanging flower baskets; more trees? (tourists like taking pictures of street fixtures) 

More greens, trees grass, it's so concrete. Still - I like it :) 

People watching 

Bars  

places to go 

Let start work 

The food is really good :) 

Patios  

Baskets of flowers 

I Don’t Like This 

The drus addicts causing trouble homeless freeloaders causing trouble 

Calgary police beating up and lying 

the cars driving on the strip 

Loud, repetitive buskers in the same place everyday 
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There are drug addicts. They're scary. 

Needs a space for  drug addicts. Separate the scary ones. 

Needs to be nice & perfect 

Keep pretty for torists, visitors 

to much garbage 

needs a bike path 

Stupid meth heads  

Less meth heads 

Calgary c'est une ville de merde… pourquoi? Parceque les ostie (peace-officer) son juste de tabarnack de donneure de 

Ticket! 

Too much cigarette smoke! (gets trapped by buildings) 

ALL avenue!!! 

Agreed! No smoking zone for 3rd -1st SE  

Cars allowed; tough to remember that suddenly they'll be there - and I always walk in front of them. 

Bikes running me over - a bike lane down the length? 

Always dodging people riding the bikes  

Get rid of the patios, Can't walk by without going onto the street 

Crack heads! Are everywhere 

If you don't like it, don't look at it 

Cars just need to go I think 

More patios  

Northwind tunnel, Blocking frozen Debree 

Ban bikers riding again (walk their bikes) 

McDonald's relocate to  

Themaps in the core mall don't tell you where you actually are! Add some stars! 

Some parts are HELLA sketchy - need more friendly enforcement or better retail shops?  

Rethink bike, aspects. It’s good to have bikes, as they are a good supplement to the cultural/retail mood. But, these bike 

lanes do not function well as they hinder, not help, the traffic flow of pedestrians, and, yes, cars. They are awkward in their 

design. RETHINK.  

A comparable traffic pattern act.  

Too many smookers 

Get the cars off after hours 

Noe enough vibrant interactive things in storefronts, needs more boutiques/ music venues/galleries/public art 

Should be no vehicles 24/7  

All the homeless people bothering us! FACISTAS 

Little pickup in prime time, too noisy (esp. if cars left idling) 

Do appreciate the cleanliness however 

bikes that don't ring bells 

More jobs 
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Drunks/ bike cops 

Get rid of bike lanes 

BIKE LANES ARE DUMB!!! 

The [inappropriate word removed] coppers 

Bike lanes are dumb!  

Homeless people not enough trees  

Homeless @ Mcdonalds 

Needs Improvement 

Improved night illumination (+1) 

More plants trees on Western portion (Like Bay to City Hall) (+1) 

More green spot's on top of building's unwind relax 

More events 

would like more street café, music (+1) 

more beauty in sculptures, etc (+1) 

Vacant store fronts: rent control? 

Farmers market has become stale, boring 

Vendors selling cheap junk Where are the farmers 4 food? 

Tattoo place's 

More flower rose's 

keep old with upgrades 

Please clean up after yourself 

Music of all sort 

Smoking area in certain spots 

Top &, retro, dance hip-hop ect. 

Undergroun club's after hrs 

Weekend's only, 24 hr & wed, unwind 

Should on be for drop offs & pick ups 

Cabs & limo 

one street of Art's Etc 

Beauty & spa spot's 

Eestatic Nails 

Remove cars 24/7 (5 Street  - 11 Stree) 

Public seating 

More sunlight 

Kick out homeless people and people high on drugs 

More street performance 

More market space - local 

More family focused event 
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Designated smoking areas 

Fix [inappropriate word removed] roads/outdated block work 

More "pop up" vendors  

Clear signage about times for cars etc current signs are confusingly placed for some drivers 

Crack heads  and drug addicts constantly on Stephen Ave  

Roads should be converted to all cobblestone 

Should have pop up easy access wine/beer wendors along the road (etc) Europe does not shy away when it is winter. Still 

has outdoor patio like areas. 

Public drinking (long term) 

More restaraunts  

More: a)warm air heating @ bars and restaraunts b) Christmas church group designated gathering locations & zones. 

More seats 

More: night clubs 

Less garbage 

Needs to contact my biz for referal to make it glow in the dark. Blue moon glow in the dark driveways. We + household 

glow décor . Note memo. Spice up your life- make it glow in the dark.  

More outdoor seating, fun illuminated art installations, more patios. Keep it friendly and walkable.  

Glenbow Museum needs to be put out of its misery. A page-one rewrite. Brutal.  

More  monuments and statuses, art and beautifucation. It's alright now, but needs more of a sense of place. It needs to be 

the gathering place in the city.  

Glenbow Museum needs a total renovation. Wonderful concept, awfully ugly building. We need a modern, relevant, full-

scale, beautiful museum. The next generation needs museums and we need to ensure that museums connect in an 

interesting way with people. Glenbow needs to be the next big public project. We have a beautiful new library. Good. Now 

we need something similar for a new Glenbow. Either a reno or new building. Rename after Lanny McDonald.  

More independent markets. Like farmers market, craft, etc 

Designated smoking areas (try to enjoy the benches, their someone lights up right next to you) 

Pot lounge! 

Another tourist/downtown info booth? 

More trees (?) grass (?) 

Get rid of drunks / more xmas lights  

free busking 

speed up centry garden development 

No more cars! Thanks (pedestrian) 

More shelter 
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Pop-up Comments 

I Like This 

Like that it is open (to traffic by peds) 

Olympic plaza should stay the way it is 

Tuesday market is good 

Great place to busk 

Great place to walk (get your 10,000 steps) 

Come here everday 

Dollar store & mcdonalds 

Aime bien le mall core c'est grand et beaucoup de magasin 

visite calgary du nouveux - brunswick 

Think its pretty good  

Like the 'you are here' signs  

J'ai, bien aimé le mall core. C'est grand, et bien organiseé  

Part du Quebec :) 

Find somewhere else for the homeless then I would shop here more. Don't like the bicycles.  

Embrance the history 

Pedestrain roads buskers (+non amplified) 

Soundstage in summer 

No cars, no emissions, people watching, safe environment 

I like downtown because its beautiful  

Neat area to walk around 

Good place to walk on (sunny breaks) 

Hey there! How about bare neccessities of life. Toilet paper. Ie. Urinals/toilets/warm water/. Cors shelters LRTs that provide 

heat on the cold nights. Stomp out things theives. 4:20 friendly space. Ex. Trailer's heated with 'exit' type interface. D.O.A.P 

team guardian angels observers of peace keepers 

Bad roadway in poor condition 

No benches on this block 

Keep vibrancy of Stephen Ave all year long (ie. Stampede) Various restaruants & night life 

I love the markets & vendors 

walkability 

I don't like this 

Homeless people & drug addicts 

Ghost town at night 

Red bricks are all popping up/cracks in sidewalk 

No cars ever - not a huge inconviniece 

J'aime moin la presence des' sans abris dans le centre ville …possible fair un ll setter?  

No benches - need benches  
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No washrooms 

Too many smokers collect here 

Get carts off the avenue 

I miss the 7 day/week vendors (@ cost to pay 7 days) 

No bikes during the day 

Too many smokers 

I miss the movie theatre 

Get bikes off the street 

Took benches away -> people with physical disabilities need places to rest. 4 senior centres in the area - need space for 

them 

Heating lights 

Cigarette smoke  

Everything closes too early 

Hotels near the core, homeless people are funneled toward Stephen Ave.  

Downhill past 10 pm (drugs) 

Homeless issues 

Homeless shelters are too close 

More pilicing isn't the answer 

Mcdonalds attracts homeless popuation 

Parking is a problem, so don’t come down often 

^I disagree. Cheap parking in the core. 

Patios limit the walking space on the sidewalks. Patios are great, but maybe limit cars? 

Some places close too early - this makes some bloacks full. Very empty/isolated - especially during the weekend. Ie) coffee 

shops close at 5!) 

Needs improvement 

Something for teenagers to do (with parents) 

Festival like lilac fest 

More xmas lights (and year round like Stampede) 

Create a new greenpark 

Ubers to help - driving after drinks 

Wouldn't want to jumpinto anything until we know how the new library will change things.  

Install ashtrays to keep butts off the ground 

Designate smoking areas, side of street 

More interactive events (not just on Tuesdays)  

More sit down coffee shops 

Sheltered patios - cleanliness + looks, extend patio seasons 

East Village model - build the western side of public realm 

More restruants than bars  

Basic public amenities - dignity, downtown washrooms 
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Need more lighting. Keep as many old historic buildings as possible. Public building should be retail at grade. (open to 

public) 

Truly year round - llike winter in Scandanavia  

Mcdonalds needs to move 

No cars at all  

More independent shops & cultural institutions other than restruants & bars 

Olympic plaza needs an update 

Busier at all hours 

Make it more like Toronto  

More light west of 5th St. 

Lots of outdoor activities/events towards Arts Commons, but need more events to the area west of there 

Take all traffic off - like 11a St Denver 

Better biking facilties/markings 

Good street for concentration of bars/restauraunts  

Encourage more people on the street to promote feeling of safety 

Issues with social issues lead to cleanliness problems 

Downtown dies at night - encourage business at night 

Winterize the street heat/rain 

 +15 can't be used at night 

 


